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WHITMORE PARISH COUNCIL (WPC), STAFFORDSHIRE, RESPONSE TO  
THE HS2 CONSULTATION ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 
RE VOLUME 2: COMMUNITY AREA REPORT CA4:  
WHITMORE HEATH TO MADELEY 
 
Question 1 - Non-Technical Summary (NTS). ==> see Question 3 
 
Question 2 - Volume 1 – Introduction and methodology ==> see Question 3 
 
Question 3 - Community Area 4 - Whitmore Heath to Madeley  
 
WPC urges the Government to adopt option D9-11.3 (the Longer, Deeper, Tunnel 
{"LDT"} as detailed in section 2.5.6) as the preferred solution for the short (only 9.1 
Kms long (see 2.1.1) Whitmore Heath to Madeley section of the route. 
 
The current proposed scheme will wreak total devastation upon Whitmore Parish due to the 
quite extraordinary and indeed frightening number of infrastructure implants and road 
network modifications planned for such a short section of the route, and the sheer massive 
scale of many of these:- 
1) 2 massive viaducts (over the Meece, 240m long x 12m high and over the River Lea and 
WCM, 785m long x 21m high) plus a pre-casting and launching yard for 4.5 years. 
2) 3 long / high embankments (the Meece 260m long x 10m high - the Lea (South) 845m 
long x 21m high - the Lea (North) 860m long x 16m high) 
3) 6 major road alterations (A53 overbridge 100m long x 7 m high - A53 diversion for 21 
months - Bent Lane diversion - Manor Road realignement to cross HS2 on an overbridge 
1.0Km long x 13m high - A52 overbridge at Bar Hill 4m above existing level - straightening 
and/ or widening sections of A525 between Bar Hill and Woore to enable heavy truck 
Construction Vehicle traffic).  
4) 14 Tunnel infrastructures: cut and cover section A53 to Whitmore Heath 240m long x 
17m deep - haul road along route to A53 - 2 twin bore tunnels, Whitmore Heath 600m long 
and Madeley 673m long - 4 porous portals - 4 tunnel portal buildings and rescue areas - 2 
surface water pumping stations. 
5) 4 cuttings: Whitmore South 530m long x 13m deep x 99m wide - Whitmore North 600m 
long x 13m deep x 45m wide - Whitmore Ancient Wood  cutting 600m long x 13m deep x 
45m wide - Madeley cutting to Bar Hill 1,000m long x 17m deep x 133m wide. 
6) Whitmore Ancient Wood to lose 1/3 of its area (6.4ha) 
7) Massive retaining wall to protect the remaining 2/3 of Whitmore Ancient Wood, 577m 
long x 20m high + 3m high fence above. 
8) 8 main satellite compounds  
9) 20 material transfer nodes 
10) 1,500 hgv construction vehicle movements PER DAY along the already busy A53 
through Baldwins Gate during the construction period. 
 
WHY DO WE NEED THE "LDT"? 
Adopting the LONGER DEEPER TUNNEL ("LDT") option D9-11.3 initially proposed by 
Whitmore Heath Action Group, and strongly supported by Whitmore Parish Council, would 
eliminate the vast majority of the impacts above and very significantly reduce the damage 
done by those remaining. The "LDT" is absolutely essential for the protection of our 
Whitmore Parish and the Parish of Madeley for the benefit and enjoyment of future 
generations. 
 
 



WHY HAS IT NOT ALREADY BEEN ADOPTED? 
In 2015/16 HS2 considered this option D9-11.3 of a Longer Deeper Tunnel and  recognised 
that it offered several significant advantages but set it aside on the basis of the on-cost 
involved (see sections 2.5.21 to 2.5.24) which we gather was estimated at circa £100m. 
 
HOWEVER, THREE THINGS HAVE CHANGED SINCE THEN:- 
Firstly, in 2015/16 HS2 believed that Whitmore Heath, lying directly on the proposed route, 
was flat and that the land consisted of hard conglomerate rock. Whitmore residents disputed 
this and following visits to the site HS2 now accept that Whitmore Heath is in fact a very hilly 
area of land which used to be mined as sand and gravel quarry. It is very far from being flat 
and local knowledge is very clear that the underlying ground is in fact sand and gravel. So 
boring a tunnel through this area is going to be more difficult and more expensive than 
initially estimated - perhaps much more. Bore holes are planned by HS2 in October 2017 to 
confirm the exact nature of the underlying ground. 
 
The importance of this, to our case, is that if the underlying ground at the depth of the tunnel 
currently foreseen is indeed loose sand and gravel as we believe it to be, and if at the depth 
of the Long Deep Tunnel it is more solid and more stable, there will be a cost disadvantage 
to the current tunnel design, thereby reducing the net on-cost of adopting our "LDT" 
Secondly, in 2015/16 HS2 believed that the currently proposed tunnel would fit under the 
A53 without having to restructure the road. However, local opinion disputed this, claiming 
that the A53 would have to be raised by "some 8 metres". Again, having checked, HS2 find 
that they do indeed have to raise the A53 by SEVEN METRES in order for the current tunnel 
design to go under it. This would not be necessary with the "LDT", further substantially 
reducing its net on-cost differential. 
 
Thirdly, after visiting our Parish HS2 commented on just how inadequate our local road 
network is, to handle the traffic onslaught that the current plan will unleash upon it. Again, 
adopting the "LDT" would avoid having to make almost all of the very extensive alterations to 
our local road network currently planned, further substantially reducing the net on-cost of the 
"LDT". 
 
WHAT IS THE CURRENT POSITION? 
We have discussed the above reasons for proposing that the "LDT" (Option D9-11.3) be 
revisited, with our MP Sir Bill Cash, who agreed with our arguments and strongly supported 
our proposal. He has since presented our case to Parliament with the result that the 
Secretary of State, Chris Grayling, has instructed HS2 to carry out a full up to date 
evaluation of it. We have also discussed the "LDT" option in detail with HS2's Engineers who 
re-confirm its many advantages, and confirm that a full evaluation is underway, that the 
impending bore holes on the Whitmore Heath will run deep enough to check the levels 
involved for the LDT, and that a full "SIFT" for the "LDT" option is well advanced and will 
have been completed before the end of this year (2017). 
 
CONCLUSION: the current design will totally devastate the Parishes of Whitmore and 
Madeley. The option D9-11.3 of a Longer Deeper Tunnel ("LDT") would avoid almost all of 
this devastation - the A53 would not need to be raised at all (let alone by 7 metres!) + 
Whitmore Wood would not be affected and the immense retaining wall would not be required 
+ the viaducts and embankments would be a great deal lower (nearer to ground level), 
greatly reducing both the visual impact on our beautiful countryside and the level of noise 
spread from the trains + the numerous modifications to our road network would be avoided + 
5 to 7 years of traffic chaos due to the impacts on the A53 would be avoided - etc. All this for 
an on-cost which we confidently expect to be confirmed as a good deal less than the £100m 
previously estimated when the costs of the previously unforeseen costly complications 
itemised above have been taken into account. Finally, noting that £100m itself is only some 
0.2% of the current estimate of the final overall cost of HS2.  



Again, we urge the Government to adopt this solution for our short section of the line 
in order to save our two Parishes from the total devastation which is currently 
heading our way. 
 
FALL BACK POSITION:  if the LDT  is not adopted, leaving our Two Parishes to face this 
total devastation, WPC asks that at the very least the three following adjustments are made 
in order to reduce the road chaos and safety issues that we will otherwise face:- 
- restructure the staggered A51/A53 junction to improve fluidity and safety of traffic flow 
(noting that HS2 recognise (section 14.4.20) that (quote) "Changes in peak hour traffic flows 
will lead to increases in delays to vehicle users and congestion at  the A51 London 
Road/A53 Newcastle Road staggered crossroads junction. This will be a major adverse 
effect"). 
- lower the line sufficiently to enable it to pass under the A53 without having to raise the level 
of this road (noting that HS2 recognise (section 14.4.22) that under the current plan the A53, 
between the A51 and the A5182, will be particularly badly affected, classing it as "a major 
adverse effect as a result of an increase in all traffic"). 
- install "an average speed and number plate recognition system through the village of 
Baldwins Gate" capable of generating speeding violation penalties. WPC urges recognition 
that the A53 through the middle of this village is relatively narrow, is already very heavily 
trafficked and is already the source of serious local concerns over excessive vehicle speeds. 
We firmly believe that the horrendous increase in HGV traffic that will be generated by the 
construction of the current scheme cannot do other than create a very dangerous situation in 
our village unless vehicle speeds are controlled in a fully enforceable way. 
    
Question 4 - Volume 3: Route-wide effects ==> see Question 3 
 
Question 5 ==> see Question 3 
 
 Question 6 ==> see Question 3 

 


